The Anatolian Journal of Cardiology's March 2016 issue comes after fifteen years of adventures. The position it has achieved in this time is still judged by many academicians to be "a miracle," "a great success," and, "a wonder." They are saying, "Bravo!" and describe it with words like splendid, superb and esteemed. To me, the reason for the journal's success is reading very widely, reviewing and using the mind. The other contributing causes are human factors.
I envy the Journals of Circulation or JACC and approach them with respect and a bit of envy, so we will not consider this evaluation of AJC as my human emotions and a natural and expected opinion. This is not a case of, "Even a single rose from my friend wounds me." During these years, I have met so many esteemed academics, young and old, Turkish and foreign, that my world has actually been changed. We began and were suspended from the university. Gulmira left, and my rector Fazıl Hoca and my friends enabled me to return to the university. We were cheated and conspired against. As a consequence, I and the team of Editors, who devotedly contributed to The Anatolian Journal of Cardiology, have been honored. I must say that I gained this honor with our authors and reviewers. Here's to another happy fifteen years with our Editor Prof. Dr. Zeki Öngen. *** Good research can only be accomplished by a good and perfect researcher. Both research and researcher achieve excellence by overcoming impossibilities, challenges, obstacles and disappointments. Researchers' greatest strengths are curiosity and the desire to learn, to know, to experiment and to put scientific results into practice. They are led by the mind. They evaluate events, texts and experiences evenhandedly. The greatest, most significant and difficult algebra equations have started with the foundation, 1+1=2, and thus attained the highest position in math (for the time being).
In addition to these factors in development of the mind, a good work environment and having the skills of the time are the keystones of good research. Not using the mind and believing rumors, myths, stories and tales is nothing but cutting corners and laziness. People, who are unable and uneducated when they are born, gain strength and establish their own identities. If this development is limited to what teachers and family members teach them, their future potential is shaped accordingly. If these are not examined, that person will not be able to go beyond the level of a researcher candidate. If scientists do not put the questions Why? How? and What if? before their emotions, they will never be able to go beyond being a servant of society. Accepting things is the easy way. Do so, and you won't get in trouble. If this is your self-identity, you live in the class of happy people with strong and trouble-free emotions. Considering cases as problems and being curious about them, trying to understand them, knowing and discussing them is tiring for these people. On the other hand, people with the desire to know, to learn, to experiment, to wonder and to analyze will find it difficult to be happy, sleep well and find peace. Since finding the answers to questions will be scientists' happiest moments, they will taste the sense of relief. If people experience the efforts of curiosity and analysis as torment, they will be unsuccessful and will not be able to enjoy the solutions they reluctantly achieve. If they acquire a position, an office, a reputation or money, it means for them that the goal has been reached. They will no longer need to suffer, to observe the questions and their askers, to find solutions, to experiment and to repeatedly examine and research their findings. But if they felt the need to do so, they would turn out to be like Aziz Sancar.
A brave, heroic and devoted researcher should see and know the factors and obstacles mentioned above and achieve results without giving up. If the action of knowing is conducted with the mind and the knowledge of the mind is examined on a solid basis, its value is appreciated even if it arrives late, and new facts are generated on the basis of that knowledge.
Adding new facts to the facts and solutions to which we are accustomed or accept or confuting these facts would be problematic either way. When Einstein realized after decades that a theory of his had been wrong, he stood up, confessed, notified the science world immediately and presented new ideas. If the inventions and genuine results are verified by somebody else after a good analysis with same subjects (humans, organisms or objects) and methods, these inventions and results are potentially laws of science. People would be happy with such inventions. What if their hypothetical research question and construct proves that they are wrong? That would be another significant invention. As a result of their effort and research, they present the caveat, "With these subjects and methods, only this result was achieved" to the succeeding researchers. In addition, if they test established knowledge and find something contrary, they will experience problems. Humans are helpless servants. Even if you win a Nobel Prize, what you know cannot surpass what you do not know.
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